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4 On the BKS Pairing for K�ahler Quantizationsof the Cotangent Bundle of a Lie GroupCarlos Florentinoy, Pedro Matiasz, Jos�e Mour~aoyand Jo~ao P. NunesyMarh 6, 2005AbstratA natural one-parameter family of K�ahler quantizations of theotangent bundle T �K of a ompat Lie group K, taking into aountthe half-form orretion, was studied in [FMMN℄. In the present pa-per, it is shown that the assoiated Blattner-Kostant-Sternberg (BKS)pairing map is unitary and oinides with the parallel transport of thequantum onnetion introdued in our previous work, from the pointof view of [AdPW℄. The BKS pairing map is a omposition of (uni-tary) oherent state transforms of K, introdued in [Ha1℄. In the limitwhen one of the K�ahler polarizations degenerates to the vertial realpolarization, our results reprodue the unitarity up to saling of theappropriate BKS pairing map, established by Hall.
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Contents1 Introdution 22 The prequantum BKS pairing 52.1 The prequantum bundle HprQ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62.2 The prequantum BKS pairing and its assoiated onnetion on HprQ 83 Unitarity of the quantum BKS pairing and the CST 103.1 The quantum BKS pairing and the K-averaged heat kernel . . 113.2 Unitarity of the quantum BKS pairing . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121 IntrodutionLet K be a ompat, onneted Lie group and let T �K be its otangentbundle. We start by realling some aspets of [FMMN℄ where, in onnetionwith work of Hall in [Ha3℄, the geometri quantization of T �K was studiedusing a natural one-parameter family of K�ahler strutures. These K�ahlerstrutures are indued on T �K via the following natural identi�ations ofT �K with the omplexi�ed group KC . Consider, for any real parameters > 0, the di�eomorphisms s : T �K ! KC(x; Y ) 7!  s(x; Y ) = xeisY : (1.1)Here, x 2 K, Y 2 K � Lie(K), and we identify T �K with K � K� usingleft invariant forms and then with K � K by means of a �xed Ad-invariantinner produt on K. The di�eomorphisms  s endow T �K with a family ofomplex strutures Js and it is easy to hek that, together with the anonialsympleti struture ! on T �K, the pair (!; Js) de�nes a K�ahler strutureon T �K for every s 2 R+. This family inludes the K�ahler struture on T �Konsidered by Hall in [Ha3℄.In this paper, we onsider the Blattner-Kostant-Sternberg (BKS) pairingbetween two di�erent K�ahler quantizations of T �K. To desribe the results,let us onsider the framework used in [FMMN℄. Let L denote the trivialomplex line bundle on T �K, with trivial Hermitian struture (its setionsare therefore identi�ed with C1 funtions on T �K). Following the geometri2



quantization program with half-form orretion, let us introdue the half-form bundle Æs, whih is a square root of the (trivial) Js-anonial bundle�s over T �K. Choosing anonial trivializing Js-holomorphi setions 
s of�s = Æ2s and p
s of Æs (we refer to the next setion for preise formulas)one introdues a natural Hermitian struture on L
 Æs so that, for a smoothsetion �s of the form �s = fp
s; (1.2)with f 2 C1(T �K), one has j�sj2 := jf j2j
sj; (1.3)where j
sj is de�ned by 
s^
s = j
sj2b�, b = (2i)n(�1)n(n�1)=2 and � = 1n!!nis the Liouville measure on T �K.The prequantum Hilbert spae HprQs , depending on s, is then the (normompletion of the) spae of C1 setions �s of L 
 Æs whih are square-integrable with respet to the Hermitian struture (1.3), that ish�s; �siprQ := ZT �K j�sj2� <1: (1.4)Proeeding with the quantization program, the quantum Hilbert spae HQsis de�ned to be the subspae of HprQs onsisting of polarized (Js-holomorphi)setions of L
 Æs. This is naturally a sub-Hilbert spae of HprQs .Both families of Hilbert spaes an be olleted to form the Hilbert pre-quantum bundle HprQ ! R+ and the quantum bundle HQ ! R+, whih isnaturally a sub-bundle of HprQ.In the spirit of [AdPW℄, we onsider a natural onnetion ÆprQ on HprQand use it to indue, by orthogonal projetion, an Hermitian onnetion ÆQon HQ. Note that, from (1.2-1.4), HprQ has a natural global (inner produtpreserving) trivializing morphism de�ned byL2(T �K; �)�R+ ! HprQ(f; s) 7! fpj
sjp
s:The prequantum onnetion ÆprQ on HprQ is de�ned to be the onnetion in-dued via this map from the trivial bundle L2(T �K; �)�R+ ! R+ equippedwith the trivial onnetion. Then, the quantum onnetion ÆQ is de�ned to3



be simply the orthogonal projetion of ÆprQ to the quantum bundle. This on-strution is a natural generalization, to the ase with the half-form orretionand with a natural trivializing setion of the square root of the anonial bun-dle, of the framework onsidered in [AdPW℄. One of the advantages of thisapproah onsists in the fat that it ensures automatially that the quantumonnetion is Hermitian.In the present paper, we onsider the Blattner-Kostant-Sternberg (BKS)pairing between two di�erent �bers of HQ, orresponding to two di�erentquantizations of T �K (see, for instane [Wo℄.) This is the restrition of aHermitian pairing between the orresponding prequantum Hilbert spaes,whih we all the prequantum BKS pairing, and whih is de�ned byh�s; �0s0iBKS = ZT �K �ff 0r �
s ^ 
s0b� �; (1.5)for �s = fp
s 2 HprQs and �0s0 = f 0p
s0 2 HprQs0 . This prequantum BKSpairing de�nes a map BprQss0 : HprQs0 ! HprQs ; (1.6)whose in�nitesimal version indues a, also natural, onnetion Æ on HprQ.We prove in theorem 1 that Æ oinides with the onnetion ÆprQ. Therefore,the quantum onnetion ÆQ will also be indued from the BKS pairing onHQ. This result shows that the approah of the in�nitesimal BKS pairingoinides with that of [AdPW℄ onsidered in [FMMN℄. We note, however,that the prequantum BKS pairing map does not oinide with the paralleltransport assoiated to ÆprQ (see theorem 2.)In [Ha3℄, Hall onsidered two polarizations for the quantization of T �K.Fixing the same inner produt as Hall on K, one of these polarizations, theK�ahler one, orresponds to the ase of s = 1, and the other, the vertial realpolarization, orresponds, in our framework, to letting s go to 0. He provedthat the BKS pairing map between the Hilbert spaes assoiated to thesetwo quantizations oinides (up to sale) with the Segal-Bargmann oherentstate transform (CST) for K introdued in [Ha1℄, provided that one takesinto aount the half-form orretion. In theorem 5, in the third setion ofthis paper, we extend this result, showing that the (quantum) BKS pairingmap BQss0 : HQs0 ! HQs (1.7)obtained by restrition of (1.6) to the quantum bundle is, in fat, unitary.4



Moreover, and unlike the prequantum ase, it oinides with the paralleltransport of ÆQ and orresponds to the CST.Therefore, we have obtained an example of quantization where the BKSpairing map, between half-form orreted Hilbert spaes orresponding to twodi�erent K�ahler quantizations, is an isometri isomorphism and also on�rmin a di�erent way the result of [FMMN℄ that the parallel transport of thequantum onnetion oinides with the one given by the CST. We stress thatwe prove unitarity of the quantum BKS pairing map and not just unitarityup to sale. Therefore, for the family of polarizations that we onsider,otangent bundles of ompat Lie groups provide new examples in whihthe half-form orretion leads to the unitarity of the BKS pairing map [Wo℄.Note, however, that our results agree with [Ha3℄ in that the BKS pairingmap between the vertially polarized Hilbert spae and a K�ahler polarizedone is only unitary up to sale.For other related works on the dependene of the quantization on thehoie of polarization, the unitarity of the BKS pairing map and the relationbetween vertial and K�ahler polarizations, see also [FY, Hi, KW, Ra, Th℄.2 The prequantum BKS pairingLet K be a ompat, onneted Lie group of real dimension n, and let us�x one and for all an Ad-invariant inner produt (� ; �) on its Lie algebra K.Let fXigni=1 be left-invariant vetor �elds forming an orthonormal basis forK. The otangent bundle T �K �= K � K is naturally a sympleti manifoldwith a anonial sympleti 2-form de�ned by ! = �d�, where� = nXi=1 yiwi: (2.1)Here, (y1; : : : ; yn) are the global oordinates on K orresponding to the ba-sis fXigni=1, and fwigni=1 is the basis of left-invariant 1-forms on K dual tofXigni=1, pulled-bak to T �K by the anonial projetion. We let � denotethe Liouville volume form on T �K, given by� = 1n!!n : (2.2)For eah s > 0, let  s : T �K ! KC denote the di�eomorphism de�ned in(1.1) by  s(x; Y ) = xeisY , whih indues on T �K a K�ahler struture (!; Js).5



2.1 The prequantum bundle HprQWe start by realling from [FMMN℄, some of the formulas that will be neededlater on.Let ~Xj , j = 1; :::; n, be the vetor �elds on T �K generating the right ationof K lifted to T �K and given by s� ~Xj = Xj;C ;where Xj;C denotes the extension of Xj from a left-invariant vetor �eld onK � KC to the orresponding left-invariant vetor �eld on KC . Let f ~wjg bethe basis of left invariant 1-forms de�ned by ~wj( ~Xk) = Æjk and ~wj(Js ~Xk) = 0,for j; k = 1; :::; n. For every s 2 R+, a frame of left invariant Js-holomorphi1-forms is then �~�js = ~wj � iJs ~wj	nj=1 ;where (Jsw)(X) = w(JsX), for a vetor �eld X and a 1-form w on T �K.Consider now the Js-anonial bundle �s ! T �K whose setions are Js-holomorphi n-forms with natural Hermitian struture de�ned as follows.For a Js-holomorphi n-form �s, let j�sj be the unique non-negative C1funtion on T �K suh that �s ^ �s = j�sj2b�, where b = (2i)n(�1)n(n�1)=2.Following [Ha3℄ we write j�sj2 = �s ^ �sb� : (2.3)Given the inner produt on K, a anonial trivializing Js-holomorphi se-tion of �s is given by 
s := ~�1s ^ � � � ^ ~�nsand has norm [FMMN℄ j
sj2 = sn�2(sY ); (2.4)where �(Y ) is the AdK-invariant funtion, de�ned for Y in a Cartan subal-gebra by the following produt over a set R+ of positive roots of K,�(Y ) = Y�2R+ sinh�(Y )�(Y ) : (2.5)The following proposition generalizes (2.4)6



Proposition 1. Let s; s0 > 0. We have�
s ^ 
s0 = �s+ s02 �n �2�s+ s02 Y � b� = ���
 s+s02 ���2 b�: (2.6)Proof. The result follows by diret omputation. From [Ha2℄ and the de�ni-tion of  s, we an write D s : TT �K ! TKC asD s(x; Y ) = " os adsY 1�osadsYadY� sin adsY sinadsYadY # ; (2.7)using the (x; Y ) oordinate basis on T �K and the basis fXj;C ; JXj;C gj=1;:::;nonKC , where J is the omplex struture onKC . From the expliit expressionsfor the forms ~�js we then �nd, for s; s0 > 0,�
s ^
s0 = �~�1s ^� � � ^ �~�ns ^ ~�1s0 ^� � � ^ ~�ns0 = det � �Ms �NsMs0 Ns0 � (�1)n(n�1)2 �; (2.8)where the endomorphismsMs and Ns are de�ned byMs = e�iadsY ; Ns = 1 � e�iadsYadY :From the left invariane of the forms, this determinant an be evaluatedfor Y in the Cartan subalgebra whih, after taking are of the ontributionfrom the null spae of adY, yields�
s ^ 
s0 = �s+ s02 �n Y�2R (es0h�;Y i � e�sh�;Y i)(s+ s0)h�; Y i b�;where the produt runs over the set R of all roots of K. The result thenfollows from de�nition (2.5).As in the introdution, let Æs be the Js-holomorphi bundle of half-formson T �K, with trivializing setion whose square is 
s. Following [Ha3℄, wewill denote this setion by p
s. As above, let L denote the trivial omplexline bundle on T �K and let the prequantum Hilbert spae HprQs be the normompletion of the spae of C1-setions of L 
 Æs whih are integrable withrespet to the Hermitian struture h�; �iprQ de�ned in (1.4). We will write itin the form h�s; �0siprQ = ZT �K �ff 0j
sj� = ZT �K �ff 0r �
s ^ 
sb� �; (2.9)7



for two smooth setions of L 
 Æs written as �s = fp
s; �0s = f 0p
s, withf; f 0 2 C1(T �K).The smooth Hilbert bundle struture on HprQ and the prequantum on-netion ÆprQ are hosen to be the ones ompatible with the global trivializingmap L2(T �K; �)�R+ ! HprQ (2.10)(f; s) 7! fpj
sjp
s:Note that the setion of Æs given by p
spj
sj has unit norm, and its usewould simplify some of the formulas. However, sine this setion is notholomorphi, we use p
s as trivializing setion of Æs, whih will be moresuited for desribing the polarized setions in setion 3.2.2 The prequantum BKS pairing and its assoiatedonnetion on HprQThe general proedure, as desribed for instane in [Wo℄, for de�ning a BKSpairing, suggests, in our setting, the de�nition of a Hermitian pairing whihwe all the prequantum BKS pairing, as follows.De�nition 1. Let �s = fp
s 2 HprQs and �0s0 = f 0p
s0 2 HprQs0 . Their BKSpairing is de�ned byh�s; �0s0iBKS = ZT �K �ff 0r �
s ^ 
s0b� �: (2.11)Note that the integral above exists for �s; �0s0 satisfying the onditionsfor setions of the prequantum bundle in (1.4), whih in this ase readfpj
sj; f 0pj
s0 j 2 L2(T �K; �). This an be readily heked by using Propo-sition 1 to write (2.11) ash�s; �0s0iBKS = ZT �K �ff 0 ���
 s+s02 ��� �; (2.12)and using the de�nition of �(Y ) in (2.5) to prove that the smooth funtion�(s; s0; Y ) := ���
 s+s02 ���2j
sjj
s0 j = � s+ s02pss0�n �2 � s+s02 Y ��(sY )�(s0Y ) (2.13)8



is real, positive and bounded, for �xed s; s0.We remark that, in the ase when s0 and s oinide, the prequantum BKSpairing is equal to the Hermitian struture h�; �iprQ on HprQs . Also, we notethat the pairing (2.11) is nondegenerate.As mentioned above, ÆprQ was de�ned as the Hermitian onnetion forwhih setions HprQ of the form �s = fpj
sjp
s, with f 2 L2(T �K; �), areparallel. It is also natural to onsider a onnetion, Æ, on HprQ, indued fromthe in�nitesimal prequantum BKS pairing by the formulah�s; Æ ��s�0siprQ = ��s0 ����s0=s h�s; �0s0iBKS: (2.14)Let us prove that these two onnetions are the same.Theorem 1. The onnetions ÆprQ and Æ on HprQ are equal.Proof. Let � be a smooth setion of HprQ, suh that �s = fpj
sjp
s 2 HprQs ,for f 2 L2(T �K; �), s > 0. Sine setions of this type an be used to form aglobal moving frame for HprQ, to prove the theorem, it suÆes to show that� is parallel with respet to the onnetion Æ. Let �s = gp
s 2 HprQs . Wehave, from (2.12) and (2.13),h�s; Æ ��s�siprQ = ��s0 ����s0=s h�s; �s0iBKS = ZT �K �gf j
sj 12 ��p��s0 �s0=s �:From a straightforward omputation using (2.13) we obtain��(s; s0; Y )�s0 ����s0=s = 0;whih implies that Æ ��s�s = 0, as required.In the next setion, we will show that the restrition of the prequantumBKS pairing to HQ yields the (unitary) parallel transport assoiated to ÆQ.This, however, does not hold for the prequantum bundle. In fat, let usde�ne the prequantum BKS pairing map BprQss0 : HprQs0 !HprQs byh�s; �0s0iBKS = h�s; BprQss0 �0s0iprQ; (2.15)9



Theorem 2. The prequantum BKS pairing map (2.15), BprQss0 : HprQs0 ! HprQsis given by BprQss0 (f 0p
s0) = f 0 ���
 s+s02 ���j
sj p
s;for f 0p
s0 2 HprQs0 .It does not oinide with the parallel transport of the onnetion ÆprQ.Proof. Let us write BprQss0 (f 0p
s0) = gp
s for some vetor gp
s 2 HprQs .Then, using (2.12) we have for any fp
s 2 HprQs , thatZT �K �ff 0 ���
 s+s02 ��� � = hfp
s; BprQss0 (f 0p
s0)iprQ = ZT �K �fgj
sj�:Sine f 2 L2(T �K; j
sj 12 ) is arbitrary, we obtain g = f 0 ����
 s+s02 ����j
sj , as wanted.On the other hand, the parallel transport Pss0 : HprQs0 ! HprQs of ÆprQ isdetermined by (2.10) givingPss0 (f 0p
s0) = j
s0j 12j
sj 12 f 0p
s:Clearly, this is not equal to BprQss0 sine � is not identially equal to 1.3 Unitarity of the quantum BKS pairing andthe CSTConsider the quantum Hilbert bundle HQ ! R+, whose �ber over eah s > 0onsists of Js-polarized setions of L 
 Æs. Reall from [FMMN℄ that HQs isgiven by��s = Fe� sjY j22~0 p
s; F is Js-holomorphi and jj�sjjQs <1� ; (3.1)where the norm refers to the Hermitian struture on HQ as a sub-bundleof HprQ. The pairing (2.11) between �bers of HprQ restrited to polarizedsetions de�nes the BKS pairing bewteen �bers of HQ, for whih we use the10



same notation. As in (2.14), the BKS pairing indues a onnetion, ÆBKS, onHQ de�ned by the same formulah�s; ÆBKS��s �0siQ = ��s0 ����s0=s h�s; �0s0iBKS: (3.2)for �s 2 HQs and �0s0 2 HQs0 . Reall that, along the lines of [AdPW℄, thequantum bundle is equipped with a quantum onnetion ÆQ, obtained fromthe orthogonal projetion P : HprQ ! HQ. More preisely, we have ÆQ =P Æ ÆprQ, whih implies immediatelyTheorem 3. The onnetions ÆBKS and ÆQ on HQ oinide.Proof. This is an obvious orollary of theorem 1, sine the pairing on HQ isobtained by restrition from HprQ.The BKS pairing formalism in this ase provides results onsistent withthe approah of [AdPW℄. We will establish below the fat that the BKSpairing map for HQ is unitary and oinides with the parallel transport ofÆQ.3.1 The quantum BKS pairing and the K-averagedheat kernelIn [FMMN℄, we showed that the parallel transport assoiated to ÆQ orre-sponds to Hall's CST, so that, in fat, ÆQ-parallel setions of HQ satisfy aheat equation on KC . This provides a better understanding of some of theresults of [Ha3℄.In [Ha3℄, Hall has also shown that, up to a onstant, the CST orrespondsto the BKS pairing map between the vertial real polarized and the K�ahlerpolarized quantum Hilbert spaes. In this setion, we further relate the BKSpairing on the quantum bundle HQ to the unitary parallel transport of thequantum onnetion ÆQ and to the CST.Let now � be the invariant Laplaian on K and C denote the analytiontinuation from K to KC . We reall from [Ha1℄, that the CST is a unitaryisomorphism of Hilbert spaes de�ned byC~ : L2(K; dx) ! HL2(KC ; d�~)f 7! C~(f) = C Æ e~2�f;11



where dx is the Haar measure on K, d�~(g) = �~(g)dg is the K-averagedheat kernel measure of [Ha1℄, and dg is the Haar measure on KC .Reall from [Ha2℄ the expliit form of the K-averaged heat kernel measurefor ~ = s~0 �~(g) = (assn=2�(Y ))�1e� jY j2~ ; (3.3)where as = (�~0)n=2ej�j2~0s;and � is the Weyl vetor given by half the sum of the positive roots of K.Using the relation of parallel setions of HQ with holomorphi funtions onKC we will now obtain an expliit formula for the BKS pairing as an integralover KC . As in the de�nition of the quantum Hilbert spae, let�s = Fe� sjY j22~0 p
s 2 HQs and �0s0 = F 0e� s0jY j22~0 p
s0 2 HQs0 ; s; s0 > 0; (3.4)where F = F̂ Æ  s and F 0 = F̂ 0 Æ  s0 are, respetively, Js-holomorphi andJs0-holomorphi funtions on T �K, with F̂ ; F̂ 0 homolorphi funtions on KC .Proposition 2. The BKS pairing on HQ for �s; �0s0 as above is given byh�s; �0s0iBKS = a s+s02 ZKC F̂ (gZ)F̂ 0(gZ�1) d�~00 (g); (3.5)where g = xeiY , Z = ei s�s0s+s0 Y and ~00 = s+s02 ~0 .Proof. From de�nition 1 and proposition 1 we haveh�s; �0s0iBKS = ZT �K F̂ (xeisY )F̂ 0(xeis0Y )e� (s+s0)2~0 jY j2 �s+ s02 �n2 ��s+ s02 Y� �:(3.6)We reall from [Ha2℄ and [FMMN℄ that  �sdg = j
sj2� = sn�2(sY )�. Theformula then follows from a hange of variables of integration, from (x; Y )to g = xeiY 0 where Y 0 = s+s02 Y , and where at the end we renamed Y 0 as Yagain.3.2 Unitarity of the quantum BKS pairingWe now reall that in [FMMN℄ a relation was given between parallel setionsof the quantum bundle and the oherent state transform for K. This willnow enable us to �nd a relation between the BKS pairing and the CST.12



Let then �s = Fe� sjY j22~0 p
s 2 HQs be of the form given in (3.4), withF = F̂ Æ  s and F̂ holomorphi on KC . It follows from [FMMN℄ that F̂ 2HL2(KC ; d�~) with ~ = s~0.Therefore, for �s and �0s0, s; s0 > 0, as in (3.4) we onlude that, due to thefat that the oherent state transform is an isomorphism, there are funtionsf; f 0 2 L2(K; dx) suh that F̂ = C~f and F̂ 0 = C~0f 0, where ~ = s~0 and~0 = s0~0.Formula (3.6), for F̂ 0 = C~0f 0 with �xed f 0 2 L2(K; dx), for �xed s andwith ~0 = s0~0, implies that the BKS pairing between polarized setions hasa well de�ned s0 ! 0 limit. Moreover, in this limit, setting s = 1 andtaking are of the di�erent normalizations, we obtain the expression of [Ha3℄(see Theorem 2.6) for the pairing between a vertially polarized setion anda K�ahler polarized one. (In our de�nition of the pairing there is an extrafator of 2�n=2 as ompared to [Ha3℄.) This an also be heked diretly fromthe expliit formula for the BKS pairing in the next theorem.Theorem 4. Let �s 2 HQs and �0s0 2 HQs0 be as above. We have,h�s; �0s0iBKS = a s+s02 hf; f 0iL2(K;dx): (3.7)Before proving this theorem, we establish the following auxiliary lemmawhih proves an analog of equation (4) in [Ha2℄. Let �~ denote the analytiontinuation of the heat kernel on K to KC , as in [Ha1℄. Moreover, let� : KC ! KC denote the unique anti-holomorphi anti-automorphism of KCwhih extends the map x! x�1 on K (see also [Ha4℄). We then have,Lemma 1. The Dira delta distribution on K, with respet to the Haarmeasure dx, an be written asÆ(x) = ZKC �2~(x�1g�g) d�~(g): (3.8)Proof. From the Peter-Weyl theorem, to prove the lemma it suÆes to showthat for any matrix element Ri;j of any irreduible representation R of K,we have ZKC �ZK �2~(x�1g�g)Rij(x) dx� d�~(g) = Æij: (3.9)Reall that �~ = PR dRe�~2 R�R, where the sum extends over the irre-duible representations R of K, dR is the dimension of R, �R denotes its13



harater and �nally R is the negative of the eigenvalue of � orrespondingto the eigenvetor �R.Now, reall Weyl's lassial orthogonality relations for matrix elementsRijof irreduible representations of K,ZK Rij(x)R0lk(x)dx = ÆRR0dR ÆjkÆil: (3.10)From the unitarity of the CST of [Ha1℄, we then obtain the following identi-ties, e�~2 (R+R0 ) ZKC Rij(g)R0lk(g)d�~(g) = ÆRR0dR ÆjkÆil; (3.11)where we have used the fat that C~Rij = e�~2 RRij. (We are denoting bythe same symbol a funtion on K and its analyti ontinuation to KC .)Upon substituting the expression for �2~ in (3.9), using �R(g) =PdRi=1Rii(g)and the orthogonality relations (3.10), the left hand side of (3.9) beomese�~R dRXk=1 ZKC Rki(g)Rkj(g)d�~(g):Using (3.11), we obtain the lemma.The Dira delta distribution an also be written in a di�erent useful form.Lemma 2. The Dira delta distribution on K, with respet to the Haarmeasure, an be written asÆ(x�11 x2) = ZKC �~(geitY x�11 )�~0(ge�itY x�12 ) d�~00 (g); (3.12)for x1; x2 2 K, ~+ ~0 = 2~00 and any real number t.Proof. To prove the lemma, we substitute the expliit expressions for theheat kernels in (3.12) and use the fat that, with g = xeiY 2 KC , we have�R(xei(1+t)Y x�11 ) = �R(x1ei(1+t)Y x�1). Using again �~ =PR dRe�~2 R�R andrewriting the haraters as a sum of produts of matrix elements, we expressthe integral as an integral on T �K. One then �nds, upon integration alongK, and use of the orthogonality relations (3.10), that the t dependene in(3.12) is apparent and anels out. Finally, from the fat that ~ + ~0 = 2~0014



and using RK dx = 1, one rewrites the expression as an integral on KC sothat equation (3.12) beomesÆ(x�11 x2) = ZKC �2~00 (x�12 x1g�g) d�~00 (g);whih, together with lemma 1, proves the lemma.We now prove theorem 4.Proof. (of theorem 4) Let �s; �0s0 be as desribed in the theorem. From propo-sition 2, we haveh�s; �0s0iBKS = a s+s02 ZKC F̂ (gZ)F̂ 0(gZ�1) d�~00 (g); (3.13)where Z = ei s�s0s+s0 Y , ~00 = s+s02 ~0. Now, we have F̂ = C~f , so that F̂ (gZ) =RK dx1�~(gZx�11 )f(x1). Analogously, F̂ 0(gZ�1) = RK dx2�~0(gZ�1x�12 )f 0(x2),where ~ = s~0 and ~0 = s0~0. Substituting these expressions in (3.13), wesee that to prove the theorem it is enough to show thatÆ(x�11 x2) = ZKC �~(gZx�11 )�~0(gZ�1x�12 ) d�~00 (g): (3.14)This follows easily from lemma 2.In [FMMN℄, it was shown that the parallel transport between two �bersof HQ, HQs and HQs0 , for the quantum onnetion ÆQ orresponds to C~ ÆC�1~0 . More expliitly, we de�ned the CST bundle HH ! R+ with HHs =HL2(KC ; d�~), where ~ = s~0. The CST bundle omes equipped with aonnetion ÆH for whih the parallel transport U~~0 : HHs0 ! HHs is given bythe CST as U~~0 = C~ ÆC�1~0 . Moreover, there exists a natural unitary bundleisomorphism S : HH ! HQ suh that ÆQ = S Æ ÆH Æ S�1. At the �ber overs > 0 this is given by Ss(F̂ ) = F̂ Æ  s e� sjY j22~0pas p
s: (3.15)From theorem 3, we know that ÆQ is also the onnetion indued from theBKS pairing between in�nitesimally lose �bers ofHQ. Note, however, that of15



ourse one an give many di�erent expliit Hermitian pairings between �bersof HQ, suh that they all indue the same onnetion ÆQ on HQ. Theorem 4implies that, among those, the pairing map that orresponds to the CST isthe BKS pairing map naturally de�ned from geometri quantization. Thisis the map BQss0 : HQs0 ! HQs obtained by restrition of the prequantum BKSmap (2.15), h�s; �0s0iBKS = h�s; BQss0�0s0iQ; (3.16)for �s 2 HQs and �0s0 2 HQs0 . As a orollary of theorem 4 we obtain thefollowing theorem, whih adds to theorem 4 of [FMMN℄ the explanation ofthe role of the BKS pairing.Theorem 5. For s; s0 > 0, the BKS pairing map BQss0 : HQs0 !HQs is unitaryand it is given byBQss0 = Ss Æ C~ Æ C�1~0 Æ S�1s0 = Ss Æ U~~0 Æ S�1s0 : (3.17)This pairing oinides with the parallel trasnport of ÆQ.Proof. The result follows from diret omputation and from theorem 4, wherewe use the unitarity of C~ and also a s+s02 = pasas0. Sine ÆQ Æ S = S Æ ÆH,the theorem states that the parallel transport of the quantum onnetion isgiven by the BKS pairing map whih is learly unitary.This is in agreement with the results of [FMMN℄ where, however, thequantum onnetion was de�ned in a di�erent way by orthogonal projetion.We note that the isomorphisms Ss do not have an obvious ontinuation tos = 0. From the point of view of the CST, it would be natural to de�ne the�ber of HH over s = 0 as being simply L2(K; dx). However, note that theBKS pairing map between the Hilbert spae of vertially polarized setions(whih would orrespond to taking the limit s ! 0) and the Hilbert spaeHQ1 over s = 1, is not unitary but only unitary up to sale. (Expliitly, itis unitary up to a fator of a 12 .) This agrees preisely with the result of[Ha3℄ (again, after taking are of the overall normalization of the pairing).The reason for this breakdown of unitarity in the limit s ! 0 is that theisomorphisms Ss are not well de�ned in this limit.We reall that setions ofHQ whih are horizontal with respet to ÆQ satisfya heat equation on KC . The orresponding expliit form for the onnetionÆQ an also be found diretly from theorem 5, using lemma 1 from [FMMN℄.16
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